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“Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress;
working together is success.”
Henry Ford
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DIGITAL TABLES
Get your people interacting with each other. Improving collaboration
between people has been nsquared’s vision for over nine years. We want to
help people solve problems and learn from each other by creating dynamic,
cooperative spaces.
Collaboration is a powerful agent for productivity. Well-designed modern
workplaces have ‘anchor points’ to encourage planned and unplanned
meetings. These are key to encouraging and harnessing creative team
thinking and organisational innovation.
Surface computing is expected to be worth
USD$26.2 billion by 2020.*
The DIGITABLE PLUS is the ultimate ‘anchor point’. Researched, designed,
prototyped, and tested to within an inch of our lives here at nsquared. It is
now available to buy for your workplace and get your collective juices flowing.
Start having truly productive meetings.
Invest in an nsquared digital table to bring people together and experience:
Collaborating
Brainstorming
Presenting
Sharing
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* marketsandmarkets.com - ‘Surface Computing Market’ by Type and Region - 2015

2000mm

1200mm

screen
Military grade toughened glass
covering a massive multi-touch,
multi-user screen.

645-885mm*

table top
25mm laminated engineered
wood (custom laminates available
on request).
TABLE TOP OPTIONS
(many more available)

legs
Adjustable height
aluminium legs.
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computer enclosure
Powder-coated alloy.

* Adjustable legs. DIGITABLE may differ from image.
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1488mm

1040mm

screen
Military grade toughened glass
covering a massive multi-touch,
multi-user screen.

950mm

table top and legs
White birch eco-ply
(custom stains and finishes
available on request).

computer enclosure
Powder-coated alloy
(custom colours available on
request).

Award-winning software and hardware
proudly designed and made in Sydney,
Australia.
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1140mm

690mm

Every room is different. That is why
we offer the DIGITABLE Module
as the easy and stylish way to fit a
DIGITABLE into your unique space.
We want to help you create the
great experience that you’re
looking for. Contact us for a
custom DIGITABLE solution to suit
your requirements no matter the
design.
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130mm

SOFTWARE PACKAGES
Every DIGITABLE ships with our pre-loaded operating environment,
nsquared tabletop. nsquared tabletop is a 360 degree, multi user
operating environment designed especially for digital table tops. The
free floating content items and applications are interactive allowing an
intuitive, natural user experience.
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“The software really adds a
total different dimension to the
hardware.”
Viswesh Sathi, Director of Business Operations
Haworth

APPLICATIONS
nsquared attractor

TM

Get a handle on videos and images with your clients.

nsquared web

TM

Explore the web together.

nsquared sharing

TM

Easily share files between devices and cloud accounts.

C o n te nt
E xplorer
Pa c kage

nsquared drawing

TM

Share a massive canvas without the mess.

nsquared artifacts

TM

Create floor plans and mood boards without paper.

SUPPORT

1 hour/month

$167/month
Watch Video
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APPLICATIONS
The Entertainment Package comes with the Content Explorer Package

nsquared concierge

TM

Search through attractions nearby.

nsquared maps

TM

Find your way together.

En te r tainm en t
Pa c kage

nsquared games

TM

Enjoy your time with a variety of games.

SUPPORT

from 1 hour/month

from $271/month
Watch Video
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APPLICATIONS
The Business Package comes with the Content Explorer Package

nsquared agenda

TM

Your meeting content easily accessible on the DIGITABLE.

nsquared presenter

TM

Connect and present without the cables.

nsquared notebook

TM

Make notes together.

nsquared maps

TM

Find your way together.

Bu s ine ss
Pa c kage

nsquared rooms

TM

Book rooms faster as a team.

nsquared calendar

TM

Everyone’s day planner in one.

nsquared games

TM

Enjoy some team bonding with a variety of games.

SUPPORT

from 2 hours/month

from $417/month
Watch Video
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APPLICATIONS
The Salesroom Package comes with the Content Explorer Package

nsquared presenter

TM

Connect and present without the cables.

nsquared concierge

TM

Search through attractions nearby.

Sa lesroom
Pa c kage

nsquared maps

TM

Find your way together.

SUPPORT

2 hours/month

$667/month
Watch Video
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APPLICATIONS
The Gold Package comes with the Content Explorer Package

nsquared agenda

TM

Your meeting content easily accessible on the table.

nsquared presenter

TM

Connect and present without the cables.

nsquared concierge

TM

Search through attractions nearby.

nsquared notebook

TM

Make notes together.

Gold &
Pla tinu m
Pa c kage

nsquared maps

TM

Find your way together.

nsquared rooms

TM

Book rooms faster as a team.

nsquared calendar

TM

Everyone’s day planner in one.

nsquared games

TM

Enjoy some team bonding with a variety of games.

SUPPORT

from 8 hours/month

from $1,083/month
Watch Video
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LOCATIONS
Perfect for business meetings, real estate sales, hospitality
venues, museums, libraries, schools, and off the plan property
sales. The DIGITABLE is ideal for any location.
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“Clients talk about how they
can use it and how we can put
information on the table and
promote our partners.”
David Earby, Marketing & E-Commerce Executive
Novotel Sydney on Darling Harbour

Over the last few decades, the role of the library has been
evolving. Digital technology has urged libraries to adapt to
this changing landscape of information to maintain their
significance and further attract their community.

Librar y

The DIGITABLE PLUS provides a place of gathering and
engagement. The technology provided can be used to
encourage learning and collaboration between members of the
community.
Local information can easily be made available on the
DIGITABLE with the Content Explorer Package. Event
information and notices become interactive content that can
be shared.

Try the Content Explorer Package with the DIGITABLE
PLUS in your library.
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Provide a true 21st century experience for your clients when
selling properties. The DIGITABLE PLUS creates a space that
attracts clients to intuitively engage with the properties in your
portfolio.

Real Estate

Displaying floor plans has never been simpler than on the
DIGITABLE PLUS. Work with clients to annotate floor plans and
make notes about each property. The DIGITABLE PLUS with
the Salesroom Package enables you to share content from the
DIGITABLE to other presentation screens in the environment
using nsquared presenter.
Notes made on the DIGITABLE can be kept and shared with
clients providing personalised action points for the customers.

Try the Salesroom Package with the DIGITABLE PLUS in
your real estate office.
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The DIGITABLE PLUS creates a location that attracts customers
to directly engage with your content and become emotionally
connected to the sales process.

Exhibit
Space

The Salesroom Package available on the DIGITABLE PLUS
enables you and your team to prepare presentations to be
displayed and shared with clients.
A table is an ideal location for making decisions and plans.
Bring your clients to engage with your content and even take
away digital copies on their personal devices.

Try the Salesroom Package with the DIGITABLE PLUS in
your exhibit space.
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The DIGITABLE provides an amazing space for brainstorming,
creating, and problem solving.
All of the content you typically bring into a meeting room can
become available on the DIGITABLE.

Meeting
Room

Office documents, PDFs, images and videos can all be
displayed on the DIGITABLE and viewed by everyone around
the rich touch interface. The content can be annotated and
meeting notes created with applications available in the
Business Package.
The DIGITABLE encourages participants to put down their
personal devices and engage together on the same digital
surface. The table itself becomes the center of attention in the
meeting and personal distractions can be put aside for the
duration of the meeting.

Try nsquared notebook with the DIGITABLE in your
meeting room.
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Serve up an engaging experience that will keep your guests
talking long after they’ve checked out. The DIGITABLE PLUS
encourages guests and visitors to interact with each other and
explore content on the table.

Hospitali ty

Offer your guests the ability to make food and beverage
orders directly from the DIGITABLE, or guide them to optional
locations that you suggest. The DIGITABLE PLUS is also a great
place to gather around and play multi-user games while having
a drink with friends.

Try the Entertainment Package with the DIGITABLE
PLUS in your hotel or restaurant.
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+61 2 9262 3386
Suite 303, 75 King St,
Sydney, 2000

CONTACT

us

info@digitable.co
digitable.co

If you would like to find out more about the nsquared DIGITABLEs, please contact
us and we’ll be more than happy to help you out.
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Follow nsquaredmagic on social media, and
@digitabletweets on Twitter.
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